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Happy St David’s Day! 

With impromptu speeches, solos, musical numbers and freeze frames all 

dominating the stage, we celebrated our Welsh-themed day in style! Off-stage 

competitions did not disappoint, with castles made from recycled materials, 

wooden spoons and much more – congratulations to all our winners and 

entrants! 
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We even crowned our Eisteddfod Bards this week, celebrating and recognising 

their bardic contributions to both on and off stage competitions. Many 

congratulations to Grace, our Infant Bard and to Harrison, Zoe, Alex and Caitlin, 

our Junior Bards. 
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Rougemont Rangers ‘Get Crafty’ have been observing, drawing and painting 

daffodils, the national flower of Wales, with some great end results. Year 2 also 

had a great afternoon creating tally charts in order to find out their favourite 

flavour ice-cream, animal, colour, sweet, computer game…to name but a few 

topics. I was most impressed this week with their odd and even number 

knowledge and their first attempt at division calculations. Keep up the good 

work! 
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In Literacy the children have been putting their dramatic skills to the test whilst 

working on their recitation of Bevan’s Dragon. We have also been learning about 

the different features of castles (as there are over 600 of them in Wales!) which 

complements the wonderful ‘recycled’ castles which so many of the class made 

during half term for the Eisteddfod competition (thank you for your support, 

Mums and Dads!) The standard in the handwriting competition was so high that 

Junior Head and Deputy Head Boys and Girls found it hard to choose the 

winners.  

Year 2 are now proud parents of tadpoles! Huge thanks to Mr Fitzpatrick! They 

are a fantastic entertainment for the children who are keenly watching their 

rapid development following our recent Science lessons on the frog lifecycle. 
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In order to celebrate Shrove Tuesday following on from their pancake races the 

children then made, cooked and tasted pancakes in the classroom. What great 

fun we all had with this super cross-curricular learning experience – Literacy, 

Numeracy, Science and Personal/Social. We also discovered that the world’s 

biggest pancake was 15 metres long…I wonder how that was cooked! 
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Remaining with our pancake theme, we were delighted to welcome so many 

Infant parents to join us for a particularly competitive series of Pancake Races! 
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Nursery have continued to embrace their exciting learning opportunities, linking 

their activities to the chocolate-themed Fairtrade experiences. Chocolate 

playdough shaped sweets, counting and sorting Fairtrade chocolate bars … 

chocolicious! 
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Our community links are so important and this past week has seen us work with 

St David’s Hospice once again, and Llantarnam Lodge. From one end of the Prep 

School to the other, our Nursery children visited their friends at the Hospice 

and our older Junior choristers performed for the residents of the Lodge.  
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I end with a Springtime reflection! Year 5's bulbs, which were planted in 

November, have grown well and have started to flower, making a beautiful 

display at the front of Llantarnam Hall. 

 

 

 

 

And finally … We look forward to welcoming you to Fairtrade Coffee Morning next 

Friday, 15th March. The event will be hosted by our lovely Infants, with Y5 in support 

and more information will be shared in the next few days. 


